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Mechanical ventilation is an essential, life-saving 
therapy for patients with critical illness and 
respiratory failure.

These patients are at high risk for complications 
and poor outcomes, including death.

Chest 2000;118:1100-5.

N Engl J Med 2006;355:41-50

Crit Care Med 2010;38:1947-53.



Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP), sepsis, 
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), 
pulmonary embolism, barotrauma, and 
pulmonary edema are among the complications 
that can occur in patients receiving mechanical 
ventilation

N Engl J Med 2005;353:1685-93



Surveillance for ventilator-associated events in 
the National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) 
prior to 2013 was limited to VAP. 

For the year 2012, VAP incidence for various 
types of hospital units ranged from 0.0-4.4 per 
1,000 ventilator days

Am J Infect Control 2013;41:1148-66.



There is currently no valid, reliable definition for 
VAP, and even the most widely-used VAP criteria 
and definitions are neither sensitive nor specific

JAMA 2007;297:1583-93

Am J Infect Control 2010;38:237-9

Clin Infect Dis 2008;46:1443-6

Clin Infect Dis 2010;51 Suppl 1:S131-5



Pathogenesis of vap

Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is an 
infection of the lower respiratory tract 
associated with endotracheal intubation and 
which causes significant morbidity and mortality 
in the intensive care unit (ICU). 

JAMA. 1995;274(8):639–44.



Approximately 10 % of ventilated patients will 
develop the disease, with the risk of VAP rising 
as the duration of mechanical ventilation 
increases reaching a maximum on day 5 post-
intubation

Ann Intern Med. 1998;129(6):433–40





VAP is associated with significant morbidity as it 
significantly increases the length of stay in the 
ICU, the duration of mechanical ventilation and 
hospital stay

Crit Care Med. 2005;33(10):2184–93



VAP has longitudinal deleterious effects at the 
level of the individual patient, leading to the 
increased utilization of the health care system 
after ICU, further increasing the economic 
burden of this disease

BMC Health Serv Res. 2011;11:289





The pathophysiology of VAP is mediated largely 
by the introduction of a foreign body, the 
endotracheal tube (ETT), into the upper airway 
This subverts the patient’s natural mechanisms 
for preventing access of microorganisms to the 
lower respiratory tract.

Crit Care. 2011;15(5):310



Critically ill patients have impaired innate and 
adaptive immunity

Br J Anaesth. 2013;111(5):778–87



Diagnosis of VAP



The clinical diagnosis of VAP has included a 
combination of the following: 

clinical symptoms/signs, 

chest radiography, and 

microbiological data

JAMA. 2007;297(14):1583–93

Antimicrob Resist Infect Control. 2012;1(1):28

Respir Care. 2013;58(6):990–1007





Clinical criteria plus microbiological sampling 
techniques lack specificity and sensitivity when 
compared to the demonstration of pneumonia on 
histological samples obtained by either biopsy or 
necropsy .

J Crit Care. 2010;25(1):62–8





The Clinical Pulmonary Infection Score (CPIS) uses a 
combination of CXR and clinical, physiological and 
microbiological information for the diagnosis of 
VAP.

Score>6 correlates with VAP.

Am Rev Respir Dis. 1991;143(5 Pt 1):1121–9

Respir Care. 2011;56(8):1087–94







Most accurate predictor for autopsy-proven VAP 
on CXR was the presence of air bronchograms
but this was also low.

Chest. 1992;101(2):458–63





Respiratory tract sampling-

routinely conducted when there is a clinical 
suspicion of VAP

non-bronchoscopic or bronchoscopic techniques

a recent Cochrane analysis found no change in 
mortality, days on mechanical ventilation, 
number of days in the ICU, or antibiotic 
utilization when compared to semi-quantitative 
cultures

Cochrane Database Syst Rev. 2014;10, CD006482





Ventilator-Associated Events: New 
Terminology and Its Relationship to 

VAP
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Why VAE?: the problem
Ventilator‐associated pneumonia (VAP) is an 
important complication of mechanical ventilation
But other bad things also happen to patients on ventilators

No valid, reliable definition for VAP
Need more accurate diagnostics …toconduct surveillance 
and track prevention progress!

Commonly used definitions include subjective 
elements and are neither sensitive nor specific for 
VAP
Not ideal in an era of public reporting of 
healthcare‐associated infection (HAI) rates, comparisons 
among facilities, pay‐for‐ performance programs

Need a new approach



Combination of x‐ray, signs/symptoms and laboratory 
criteria 
 Three sets of criteria: PNU1, PNU2, PNU3 
 Chest imaging findings are required 
 Signs and symptoms of pneumonia are required 

Laboratory evidence is optional—but should be used if 
available 

To be “ventilator‐associated” —
 Endotracheal tube (ETT)/ventilator must have been in 

place at some time during the 48 hours preceding or at 
time of PNEU onset 

 No required amount of time that the ETT/ventilator 
must have been in place for a PNEU to count as a VAP

NHSN Manual: Patient Safety Component Protocol, 
http://www.cdc.gov/nhsn/TOC_PSCManual.html, updated January 2012



Cdc definitions

Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP): 

A pneumonia where the patient is on 
mechanical ventilation for >2 calendar days on 
the date of event, with day of ventilator 
placement being Day 1, AND the ventilator was 
in place on the date of event or the day before. 









Limitations of current definitions-
Current definitions (e.g., definitions used for surveillance in NHSN, Clinical 
Pulmonary Infection Score) all use combinations of criteria:

Chest x‐ray-
Lack specificity for VAP1 

Inter-observer variability2

Clinical signs/symptoms-
Lack sensitivity and specificity3 

Some are highly subjective 

Documentation varies

Microbiological evidence-
Lack sensitivity and specificity4 

Practices vary among providers 

Controversy about best practices5,6

1Wunderink R, et al., Chest 1992;101;458‐63; 2Young M, et al., Arch Intern Med 
1994;154:2729‐32; 3Fabregas N, et al., Thorax 1999;54:867‐73; 4Kirtland SH, et al., 
Chest 1997;112:445‐57; 5Berton DC, et al., Cochrane Database Syst Rev 2008; 6Ruiz 
M, et al., Am J Respir Crit Care Med 2000;162:119‐25



Why VAP rates declining?
Evidence‐based prevention measures 
Other reasons—several ways to lower VAP rates 

without improving patient care (Klompas et al., 
AJIC 2012;40:408‐10) 

Strict interpretation of clinical signs included in 
surveillance definitions 

Strict interpretation of chest x‐ray findings 
included in surveillance definitions 

Practice of transferring out those patients 
needing prolonged mechanical ventilation 

Admission of uncomplicated, vented 
post‐operative patients to unit.



Goals for Modifying Current NHSN Definitions-

Achieve face validity/clinical credibility 

Improve reliability 

Reduce burden



VAE Surveillance Definition Algorithm—
Tiered Approach

Tiers 1 and 2: Definitions suitable for potential use in public reporting 

 Objective, general measures of Ventilator‐Associated Conditions (VAC) 
and Infection‐related, Ventilator‐Associated Complications (IVAC) 

 Definitions similar to Tier 1 VAC definition evaluated by Klompas et 
al. identified events associated with longer duration of mechanical 
ventilation, longer ICU stay, and increased mortality—and were more 
efficient to apply than current VAP definitions (PLoS One 
2011;6:e18062, Crit Care Med 2012; in press) 

Tier 3: Internal use definitions 

 Possible VAP and Probable VAP, incorporating laboratory evidence



Who is eligible?

 ≥18 years of age 

 Inpatients of acute care hospitals, long term acute 

care hospitals, inpatient rehabilitation facilities



Who is NOT eligible for VAE surveillance?

 Children are not eligible. 

Inpatients of facilities other than acute care 

hospitals, long‐ term acute care hospitals and 

inpatient rehabilitation facilities are not 

eligible. 

Patients on high frequency ventilation or 

extracorporeal life support are NOT 

ELIGIBLE for VAE surveillance.



“WHAT” IS VAE? REVIEW OF 

DEFINITIONS



















Hierarchy of definitions:

 If a patient meets criteria for VAC and IVAC, 
report as IVAC. 

 If a patient meets criteria for VAC, IVAC and 
Possible VAP, report Possible VAP. 

 If a patient meets criteria for VAC, IVAC and 
Probable VAP, report Probable VAP. 

If a patient meets criteria for VAC, IVAC, 
Possible VAP and Probable VAP, report 
Probable VAP.



Ventilator associated events [VAE], 
Ventilator associated pneumonia [VAP] 

: Definition changes 2015

www.cdc.gov/nhsn/



VAE protocol change #1 :

Third tier of the VAE algorithm is collapsed to 
include one specific event : PVAP

PVAP replaces possible and probable VAP.

Provides simplification



Three pathways for meeting PVAP definition

Quantitative or semiquantitative equivalent 
culture WITHOUT purulent respiratory  
secretions

Culture result with purulent secretions

Other positive laboratory tests.





VAE protocol change 2:

The following community acquired fungal 
pathogens rarely cause health care associated 
infections and therefore are no longer available 
for meeting the PVAP definition-

Cyrptococcus

Histoplasma

Pneumocystis

Blastomyces



VAE protocol change #3:

Daily minimum PEEP and FiO2 values  are 
defined as the lowest value during the 
calendar day that is set on the ventilator and 
maintained for atleast 1 hour.

Provides simplification and consistency for 
determining the daily minimum PEEP and FiO2 
in select circumstances



VAE new denominator-

Episodes of mechanical ventilation [EMV] is 
introduced.

defined as a period of days during which the 
patient was mechanically ventilated for some 
portion of each consecutive day .

EMV is a total of the number of episodes 
occurring during a month.



EXAMPLE: On January 1, there are 5 patients on mechanical 

ventilation in the MICU (2 patients were started on mechanical 

ventilation on December 24, 2 patients on December 31, and 1 

patient on January 1). During the rest of the month, the following 

are noted: 1 patient is started on mechanical ventilation on 

January 8; 2 patients are transferred to the MICU on mechanical 

ventilation on January 15, and 1 patient who was previously 

ventilated (from January 1 through January 12) goes back on 

mechanical ventilation on January 20. No other patients are on 

mechanical ventilation during the month of January. The number 

of EMV for January is nine. This is calculated as follows: 5 

patients(on mechanical ventilation on the first day of the month) 

+ 4 patients who were either started on mechanical ventilation, 

transferred into the MICU on mechanical ventilation, or re-

initiated on mechanical ventilation after being off of the vent for 

at least 1 calendar day = 9 EMV.



Key points

Key Take‐Home Points Patient must be ventilated 
more than 2 calendar days. 

Patient must have ≥2 calendar days of stability or 
improvement of oxygenation followed by ≥2 
calendar days of worsening oxygenation. 

Earliest date of event for VAE is mechanical 
ventilation day 3 (first day of worsening 
oxygenation). 

 First possible day that VAC criteria can be fulfilled 
is mechanical ventilation day 4



 Event Date defines the VAE Window Period: 
 2 days before, day of and 2 days after the Event Date – 5 

days 
 May be shorter if worsening occurs early in the course of 

ventilation 
 All other criteria (for IVAC, Possible VAP, Probable VAP) 

must be identified within the VAE Window Period. 
 The “VAE clock” starts over again when …
 The patient begins a new episode of mechanical ventilation 
 A new event period starts (i.e., 14 days have elapsed since 

previous VAE Event Date) 
 The patient comes off of an excluded therapy (such as HFV 

or ECMO) and goes back on conventional mode of 
ventilation.



Prevention of VAP

VAP incidence is 25% of all critical care unit 
infectious diseases, and 10-25% of ventilated 
cases develop VAP, >25% of antibiotics 
prescribed in ICU are for VAP patients.

Craven etal, 2006 Chest 130: 251-260.



VAP increases the length on mechanical 
ventilation, and ICU stay, longer hospital length 
of stay, and  increase the mortality rate by 
double.

Safdar etal , 2005 Care Med 33: 2184-2193.



The sources of the VAP have been identified in 
several places such as oral cavity,  subglottic 
fluid, and the gastric mucosa. The endotracheal 
tube shows an important matter in the 
development of VAP, as a source of infection and 
as a reservoir of the infection from the 
formation of the biofilm on the inner surface of 
tube.

Atherton, 1978 Lancet 2: 968-969.

Adair cg etal, 1995 Intensive care medicine 25: 
1072-1076



Strategies for VAP prevention-

Non-invasive positive-pressure ventilation 
(NIPPV)

Semi-recumbent position to decrease 
aspiration of oropharyngeal secretions.

Oral hygiene with chlorhexidine

Specialized endotracheal tubes (subglottic 
secretion drainage; silver-coated)



Current modalities for the prevention of VAP and 
the evidence for these modalities, are based on 
the traditional definition of VAP. It is unknown if 
VACs and iVACs are preventable with the VAP 
prevention modalities.



Non-invasive Positive Pressure Ventilation (NIPPV)

Avoiding intubation and limiting the duration of 
mechanical ventilation reduces the occurrence of 
VAP. 

Use of NIPPV avoids the need for intubation or 
terminates mechanical ventilation as early as 
possible by extubation to NIPPV.

Hess Dr, Respir Care. 2005;50(7):924–9

Burns KE etal, Cochrane Database Syst Rev. 2013;12, 
CD004127













Positioning

• Limiting aspiration of oropharyngeal secretions is 
a strategy to prevent VAP. done in part by 
maintaining a semi-recumbent position to 
maintain the head of the bed between 30 and 
45°.

• Is a simple intervention and it is worth 
implementing unless there are contraindications 
in the specific patient. 

Alexiou VG etal,  a meta-analysis of randomized 
controlled trials. J Crit Care. 2009;24(4):515–22.









This meta-analysis provides additional evidence 
that the usual practice of back-rest elevation of 
15° to 30° is not sufficient to prevent VAP in 
mechanically ventilated patients. Patients 
positioned semi recumbently 45° have 
significantly lower incidence of clinically 
diagnosed VAP compared to patients positioned 
supinely. On the other hand, the incidence of 
clinically diagnosed VAP among patients 
positioned pronely does not differ significantly 
from the incidence of clinically diagnosed VAP 
among patients positioned supinely.



probiotics

 Probiotics are living microbial agents of human origin 
that are able to tolerate the hostile gastrointestinal 
environment (acid and bile) such that they ultimately 
persist in the lower alimentary tract to confer health 
benefits to the host. 

 decrease the inflammatory reaction and improve both 
the immunological response (the balance between T-
helper 1 and T-helper 2 cells), and immunological 
barrier of the gut. 

Isolauri E (2001) Probiotics in human disease. Am J Clin
Nutr 73: 1142S-1146S.
Ghosh S etal, 2004 Gut 53: 620-622.











ETT Modifications-silver coating, SSD

Endotracheal tubes represent a foreign body in the upper 
airway and are prone to bacterial colonization and the 
development of biofilms.

The formation of the biofilm is early after the intubation. 
The biofilm is a source and reservoir of infection to the 
lower respiratory tract, and a source of the contamination 
of the respiratory circuits , and it is resistance to the 
effect of the antibiotic. 

Brown MR, 2008 J Antimicrob Chemother 22: 777-780

Rello J etal, 2010 Crit Care Med 38: 1135-1140.



The silver coated tubes have an effect in 
reduction of the formation of the biofilm, as 
after 16h of intubation there is no formation of 
the biofilm in the coated tubes, while the 
biofilm is formed on a non-coated tubes just 
after 8h.

Berra L etal,2004 Anesthesiology 100: 1446-
1456

Berra et al, 2008 Care Med 34: 1020-1029.



• The use of the silver coated tubes has no 
additional adverse effects on the patients and 
shows a decrease in the incidence of VAP (in 
both early onset and late onset pneumonia), 
comparing with noncoated tubes, that 
decrease is around 50%.

Kollef MH, 2008 the NASCENT randomized trial. 
JAMA : the journal of the American Medical 
Association 300: 805-813















Subglottic secretion drainage-SSD

The presence of secretion in the subglottic space 
is a source of aspiration in the intubated 
patients . The subglottic secretion leakage 
occurs between the cuff and the trachea 
through the longitudinal folds towards the lungs 
or through the micro aspiration of the subglottic 
secretions.

Young PJ, Br J Anaesth 78: 557-562.

Quanes L, 2001, Intensive Care Med 37: 695-700















Oral chlorhexidine

 there are over 700 bacterial species identified in the 
oral cavity, with more than 400 are present in 
periodontal pocket.

 Absence of adequate salivary flow in intubated 
patients in ICU contributes with the development of 
oropharyngeal colonization and by molecular analysis 
of the oral and respiratory bacteria in VAP patients, it is 
shown that 88% of the cases of VAP had an overlap of 
pathogens in the lung and the oral cavity.

Bahrani etal, 2007 J Clin Microbiol 45: 1588-1593.

Paster bj, 2006 Periodontol 2000 42: 80-87











Key take home points-

the oral hygiene is effective in decreasing the 
incidence of early VAP but not the late onset 
VAP, while comparing the use of chlorhexidine
and the toothbrush in the oral care to the 
regular oral care has shown no statistical 
difference prevention of VAP.



the use of the probiotic in prevention of VAP is 
still under analysis, as the results are 
controversial, and statistics did not show a clear 
results about different parameters such as the 
incidence, the days in the hospital, the use of 
the antibiotics.

Use of NIPPV is one important way to either 
avoid the need for intubation or terminate 
mechanical ventilation as early as possible by 
extubation to NIPPV.



SSD has proved the efficacy in decreasing the 
early VAP incidence, days on ventilations and 
use of antibiotics. Both continuous and 
intermittent suction have proved their efficacy 
in decreasing the VAP incidence



Gupta etal, Lung India. 2012 Jul-Sep; 29(Suppl 2): 
S27–S62



Conclusion-

VAP is associated with significant morbidity and 
mortality in critically ill mechanically ventilated 
patients and has deleterious economic impact 
on the health care system. The most important 
step in the approach to VAP is therefore its 
prevention. 



There are many preventative modalities which 
have been demonstrated to be effective. These 
include the utilization of NIPPV, oral hygiene 
measures, modification of ETTs (subglottic 
secretion drainage or silver-coated) and 
positioning.



The management of VAP relies upon its prompt 
diagnosis and involves clinical signs, laboratory 
investigations, chest radiography, and 
microbiological data from lung cultures. 
Unfortunately, a reference standard for VAP 
remains elusive



There has been significant evolution for the 
surveillance of VAP. These terms, VAC and iVACs, 
do not replace the traditional diagnosis of VAP 
but capture a broader variety of pathologies 
including pneumonia that may impair gas 
exchange in mechanically ventilated patients. 


